The accident risk of severe (≥5 fatalities) accidents in fossil energy chains (Coal, Oil and Natural Gas) is analyzed. The full chain risk is assessed for Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 28 Member States of the European Union (EU28) and non-OECD countries. Furthermore, for Coal, Chinese data are analysed separately for three different periods, i.e.due to different data sources, and highly incomplete data prior to 1994. A Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) is applied to investigate the risk and associated uncertainties of a comprehensive accident data set from the Paul Scherrer Institute's ENergy-related Severe Accident Database (ENSAD). By means of BMA, frequency and severity distributions were established, and a final posterior distribution including model uncertainty is constructed by a weighted combination of the different models. The proposed approach, by dealing with lack of data and lack of knowledge, allows for a general reduction of the uncertainty in the calculated risk indicators, which is beneficial for informed decision-making strategies under uncertainty.
Introduction
In the present-day world, the energy sector, including its associated infrastructure, is considered critical since it is the foundation for commodities and services. Since the 2000s, accidents in the energy sector have become a strong concern by policy makers and the general public for two main reasons. First, a number of unusally disastrous events occurred with correspondingly high media coverage (e.g., the gas well explosion in Chongqing, China in 2003, the Deep-Water Horizon Oil Spill in 2010, the Fukushima Nuclear Disaster in 2011, the Amuay refinery accident in 2012, the Soma coal mine accident in 2014, etc.). Second, accident risks have become recognized as an important aspect to evaluate the safety, security and sustainability of energy technologies, as well as in the context of critical infrastructure protection, resilience and policy formulation by decision makers [1] [2] [3] [4] . Therefore, a comprehensive assessment of accident risks and their potential consequences is of great relevance for highly industrialized countries as well as emerging economies and developing countries [5] .
The most common approach to analyze the risk of accidents in the energy sector relies on quantitative measures such as aggregated risk indicators (e.g., fatality rates) [6] [7] [8] , allowing to compare energy chains in a comparative and comprehensive manner [6] . In this context, the calculation of objective risk indicators comprises a valuable element to support decision makers in the assessment of current and future technology portfolios [9] . Hence, there is a clear need for more and better data, and accordingly, improved uncertainty quantification for accident risk indicators, because they are the basis to support decision-makers and risk managers in their efforts to design and implement better risk management strategies, risk mitigation and prevention measures processes [10] [11] [12] . More recently, resilience-driven strategies have been proposed for environmental systems (e.g., marine ecosystems) that are synergistically based on risk assessment to appropriately protect against uncertain and unexpected events such as, for example, oil spills [13] . In the past years, numerous overviews and summaries about conceptual and methodologial treatments of uncertainty within risk assessment have been published [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . This is related to the increasing interest in uncertainty estimation, which is of great importance to consider possible random fluctuations, i.e., caused by lack of data. In fact, as the number of historical observations decreases, the uncertainty increases. This is mainly shown for extreme accidents, where few events are commonly observed.
In the context of accident risk in the energy sector, only recently activities related to the treatment of uncertainties in a consistent way have been developed. In particular, in [20] , credibility intervals (e.g., 5-95%) were firstly constructed for point estimates using a Chi-square distribution [21] ; however, without considering that the uncertainty is a combination, among others, of epistemic and aleatory factors [22] . In order to consider a more complex uncertainty assessment, [13, [23] [24] [25] analysed the risk of accidents in different energy chains chains using a Bayesian inference. In this way, the authors could estimate the risk indicators and their uncertainties, since the latter is intrinsically assessed through a Bayesian approach. In fact, a Bayesian data analysis is a fully probabilistic approach, since it accounts for both epistemic and aleatory uncertainties. The posterior distribution in a Bayesian analysis is given by the product of an a priori distribution, which defines the lack of knowledge (epistemic uncertainty), and a likelihood function, which describes the randomness of the data (aleatory uncertainty) [26] . Generally, the likelihood function is specified by experts or through the scientific community agreement [27] . Therefore, the likelihood function could be affected by both aleatory and epistemic, due to subjectivity involved in its choice, uncertainties.
Based on these premises, Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) has been proposed in order to take into account for model uncertainty by considering a set of possible models that could describe a dataset [28] . In BMA, the average posterior distribution is given as the sum of the products of each posterior distribution estimated for each considered model with its corresponding weight. First proposed by [29] , in order to include model uncertainty in the Bayesian analysis, the interest in BMA has grown since then based on both improved computational power and technical developments [30] . In this context, BMA has been applied in different scientific disciplines, such as risk assessment [24, 31, 32] , ecology [33] , social research [34] , extreme values analysis [35] , climate projections [36] , forecasting and prediction purposes [37, 38] , management purposes [39] , CO2 storage related uncertainty quantifications [40] , spatial models [41] , etc.
In the analysis proposed in [24] , the BMA concept has only been applied to the severity distribution to assess accident risk indicators in the energy sector for the period 1970-2008. In contrast, the method has been extended and completed within the current study. In particular, the analysis covers severe (e.g., ≥5 fatalities) accidents in Coal, Oil and Natural gas. energy chains for the years 1970-2016. Historical observations have been collected from the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)'s ENergy-related Severe Accident Database (ENSAD), see Section 2. First, based on the definition of risk as product of frequency and severity, the BMA method is applied to both of these risk parameters used in the assessment. Similar to [24] , for the severity distribution model the BMA is applied to a set of models commonly used in hazard, risk assessment and survival analysis [42, 43] . Furthermore, for the frequency model in this study, the BMA is applied to a group of counting models, which are commonly used to simulate discrete distributions [42, 44, 45] (Section 3) . Therefore, in contrast to [24] , results are presented here for both frequency and severity distributions in which aleatory and epistemic uncertainties are considered. Subsequently, BMA frequency and severity results are combined in a comparative risk assessment framework similar to [20] for different energy chains and country groups (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), non-OECD, 28 Member States of the European Union (EU28)). Finally, the results are compared to the risk calculated using an empirical approach, where the arithmetical average of fatalities and its related frequency are estimated (Section 4). This is used to validate the usefulness of the proposed method for accident risk assessment in the energy sector.
Data

ENSAD
The ENergy-related Severe Accident Database (ENSAD) collects accidents in the energy sector that occurred in various energy chains since 1970, taking a worldwide and full-chain perspective [46] [47] [48] . In ENSAD, data on all energy-related accidents is collected and classified into energy chains, e.g., Coal (including Lignite), Oil and Natural Gas, and activities within those chains. In general, an energy chain may comprise the following stages: exploration, extraction, processing, storage, transportation, power and/or heat generation, waste treatment and disposal. However, not all these stages are relevant for a specific energy chain [48] . In addition, other type of information, such as georeferenced location, types of consequences (e.g., human health, environmental and economic impacts), etc., are coded in ENSAD to achieve a comprehensive global coverage of severe accidents [48] . ENSAD has been developed using proprieatory (commercial) and publicly available (non-commercial) primary information sources, such as industrial databases, technical reports, journal and newspaper articles, websites, etc., ENSAD focuses on severe accidents since industries, stakeholders, decision-makers, etc., are more concerned about them, although small accidents have been collected for specific projects [49] . In ENSAD, seven consequence types (e.g., ≥5 fatalities, ≥10 injuries, etc.) are taken into account, and an accident is considered to be severe if it meets the threshold value for at least one of them [48] . Although different types of consequences are collected in ENSAD, in this study, particular attention has been given to fatalities in fossil energy chains for the period 1970-2016. Fatalities have been chosen, since they generally comprise the most reliable consequence indicator with regard to completeness and accuracy of the data [5] .
Country Groups
Comparative results can be provided at different levels, from individual countries to different country groups [8, 20] . However, the feasible level of resolution is normally determined by the amount of available data in a given study. Therefore, often the intermediate level of country groups is chosen because it allows differentiation between well defined entitites [20] . In this study, three major country groups, namely OECD, non-OECD and EU28, have been selected due to their differences in regulatory frameworks and safety culture. Similar to [20] , as a first approximation, for all the considered country groups accidents have been allocated to each of them considering the present time member states, i.e., avoiding temporal variation in membership. Furthermore, Coal China have been separated from Coal non-OECD since it has been shown that data before 1994 are affected by significant underreporting [50] . Furthermore, Chinese coal data were separated in three time periods for 1994-1999, 2000-2008 and 2009-2016 , because data of the first period is based on official Chinese data [50] , the second one uses freely available Chinese information sources and the third one is principally based on news reports. Table 1 summarizes the severe accidents considered in this study. 
Energy Chain Country Group Number of Accidents Number of Fatalities
Frequency and Fatality Distributions
Risk can be defined in different way, depending on the specific aim and the topic of the analysis [51] . In this study, risk is defined as the product of the frequency and the severity, as commonly used in natural sciences and engineering [20] . The frequency is defined by the number of accidents per year, while the severity indicates the consequence magnitude of an accident, which in this study is described by the number of fatalities, see Section 2.1. Frequency and fatality distributions for each energy chain show different statistical behaviour (Figures S1-S6 in the supplementary material). The frequency distribution (Figures S1-S3) is influenced by technological and regulatory differences and changes within each chain as well as country groups. On the other hand, the fatality distribution stretches over a broad range as shown in Figures S4-S6 . In all cases, the distributions are right-skewed (skewness > 0), meaning that most of the accidents are located at the left side of the mean, with catastrophic (extreme) events located to the right of the distribution.
Normalization
The normalization factor, in terms of unit of energy produced, is used to obtain a comparable risk measure across energy chains and country groups. In this study, risk is normalized by the average production per year for each energy chain and country group in The Gigawatt-electric-year (GWeyr) ( Table 2 ). The GWeyr is a common unit to use for normalized indicators in technology assessment. It is estimated starting from the energy produced in Mtoe (Milion tons of oil equivalent) collected in [52] and by considering a generic efficiency factor of 0.35 [46] to convert from thermal energy to its electrical output equicalent as follows:
Furthermore, the average annual production has been chosen, since results for the risk are provided in terms of expected (average) frequency and fatalities. Table 2 . Overview of the total and average annual production (GWeyr) for the analyzed energy chains and country groups for the years 1970-2016 [52] . In this study, the average annual production is used for normalization pourposes. 
Energy Chain Country Group
Method
The Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) is an extension of the classical Bayesian analysis. In the latter, the posterior distribution ( | ) for a parameter of interest (e.g., expected fatalities) is commonly sampled through Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) method from the product of an a priori distribution ( ), which describes what is known before observing the data, and the likelihood function (model) representing the data ( ; ) [53] :
Therefore, Bayesian analysis is a fully probabilistic approach, since it considers both epistemic (through the prior distribution) and aleatory (through the model) uncertainties. However, inference based on a single model does not consider model uncertainty related to the subjective choice of the likelihood function. In this context, to reduce these uncertainties BMA is applied [28, 30] .
In BMA, the posterior distribution of a parameter of interest is derived over some space of possible models instead of only one. Let us consider M as a set of potential models of interest Mj, with ∈ . If θ is the parameter of interest, and the likelihood corresponding to the model Mj is given by ( ; , ), then Equation (2) can be rewritten as:
This is the weighted average of the posterior distribution under each model Mj, where the weights are determined by the posterior model probabilities ). Furthermore, the posterior density under Mj can be rewritten as [40] :
This is similar to Equation (2), where ( | ) is the a priori distribution under Mj, which in this study is modeled as non-informative due to the lack of knowledge [24] , and ; , is the likelihood function. Similar to Equation (2), this posterior distribution can be estimated by using a sampling approach, i.e., MCMC algorithms [38] . On the other hand, in Equation (3), the posterior probability for model Mj is given by [28] :
where ( ) represents the weight of the model Mj. In this study, = / , with j = 1, …, J, i.e.,
giving equal probability to each model before the observation of the data. Furthermore, ( | ) is the marginal density of the observations under Mj, i.e., the probability computed integrating the likelihood multiplied by the prior distribution of the parameters over the parameter space [38] :
This integral can be difficult to compute, because a closed form might not be always available. In fact, in BMA, the relationship between the likelihood function and the model list could be significantly different depending if the data generating the model belongs to the set of selected models (M-close), if the model exists and it is known to be out of the model list, but intractable (Mcomplete) or difficult to conceptualize (M-open) [54] . In this context, depending on the type of relationship between the likelihood function and the model list, in the literature different methods have been developed to compute the integral in Equation (6) or even approximate Equation (5) [30] ; among them, there is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [55] , the Median Probability Model [56] , the Stacking method [54] , the Watanabe-Akaike Information Criterion (WAIC) method [57] , the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) method [31] and the MCMC algorithms [58] .
In this study, and for both frequency and severity distributions, the model exists; however, it is not clear if it belongs to the list of selected models or not. In this context, the relationship between the likelihood function and the model list is considered as M-open, since not enough information or knowledge about the real models are given for both distributions, i.e., they are difficult to conceptualize. Therefore, one of the best methods to assess Equation (5) is the one that maximizes the expected utility with respect to the true model. This is commonly done by using the KL divergence, the WAIC or the BIC methods, since they maximize the likelihood, reducing the conceptual and computational issues related to the specification of the posterior probability for model Mj explicit form [54] . In particular, the BIC method is employed in this study, since it is adequate when noninformative priors, as considered in this study due to lack of knowledge, are assumed over the entire model space [43] . In fact, by looking at Equation (2), if the prior is non-informative, the posterior distribution can be approximated to the likelihood function as ( | ) ~ ( ; ). In a similar manner, in Equation (6), the introduction of an a priori distribution can be bypassed. Under these conditions, the posterior model weight can be described in terms of BIC as follows [58] :
where = −2 × × , with N the sample size of the training set, p is the total number of parameters and L is the log-likelihood. Moreover, the lower the BIC score the better the model fits the dataset. Therefore, as higher the BIC score as lower the weight will be given to ).
Results and Discussions
The BMA method is applied to both the frequency, in terms of accidents per average annual production in GWeyr (Table 2) , and severity, in terms of fatalities per accident, to subsequently estimate the accident risk in the form of aggregated indicators, i.e., fatalities per GWeyr. In other words, the accident risk is estimated in terms of mean and 5-95% quantiles of the mean by multiplying the mean and the 5-95% quantiles of the frequency by the ones of the severity. All calculations were carried out for the different fossil energy chains (Coal, Oil and Natural Gas) and country groups (OECD, non-OECD, EU28).
Frequency Distributions
The frequency is measured as the number of accidents per average annual production in GWeyr ( Figures S1-S3 ). In the ENSAD database, severe accidents can be considered rare events and their behaviour as discrete in statistical terms. Based on this premise, a unique model describing the frequency is difficult to establish, which is why the BMA method is applied (Section 3). In this context, the model space for frequency is specified by a selection of counting models, which are commonly used to simulate discrete distributions [42, 44, 45] . The geometric (GEOM), Poisson (PO), negative binomial (NBI), zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP), zero-altered Poisson (ZAP), zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINBI) and zero-altered negative binomial (ZANBI) are the models considered in this study (Table 3) . Table 3 . Summary of goodness of fit (Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) score) and relative posterior model weight (Weight) for the frequency distributions collected for different fossil energy chains and country groups. In bold the weights of each model contributing equal or more than 0.01%, and thus selected for further analysis. The green cells highlighted the different contribution of each model (the lighter the higher). GEOM = Geometric; PO = Poisson; NBI = Negative Binomial; ZIP = Zero-Inflated Poisson; ZAP = Zero-Altered Poisson; ZINBI = Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial; ZANBI = Zero-Altered Negative Binomial. Table 3 shows the posterior model weight for the BMA based on the BIC method. The results shows that the models describing the data best, meaning they had the lowest BIC scores, are different due to the different distributions of historical observations among energy chains and country groups ( Figures S1-S3 ). Based on this premise, for some cases, namely Coal China 2009-2016 and non-OECD w/o China, Oil non-OECD and Natural Gas OECD, all considered models, except for the GEOM one, contribute with a different weight to the BMA result. On the other hand, for both Coal China 1994-1999 and 2000-2008 the NBI, ZINBI and ZANBI contribute to the result, with GEOM contributing also for the period 1994-1999; for Coal OECD and Oil OECD and EU28 only PO and NBI contributes; Coal EU28 can be described with ZAP and ZANBI; for Natural Gas non-OECD, the entire set of models except for GEOM and ZINBI are contributing, while for Natural Gas EU28, only PO and ZAP contribute.
Energy Chain
Country Group
For each model with weight ≥ 0.01 (Table 3) , the posterior distribution using an MCMC Gibbs sampler has been assessed [59] . Furthermore, following the BIC method applied to BMA, noninformative prior distributions have been applied to the parameters of interest, e.g., frequency [58] . The MCMC algorithm runs for three chains and 100,000 iterations each, following a burn-in of 30,000 updates. The convergence of the simulated chains has been proven by using a Gelman-Rubin diagnostic [60] . The final posterior distribution of the parameter of interests has finally be evaluated by summing up the weighted posterior distributions associated to each model with weight ≥0.01 following Equation (3). average is built based on most of the considered models with PO being the major contributor, for OECD and EU28 the average is based on two contributors only. For Coal OECD the major contributor is PO, forllowed by NBI, while for Coal EU28 is ZAP, followed by ZANBI. Therefore, for Coal OECD and EU28, the PO (86% of the contribution) and ZAP model (84% of the contribution), respectively, could be considered close, in relative terms, to the "true" model. Based on the dominant model, these results clearly show the need to separate Coal China from non-OECD due to their different statistical behavior in terms of number of accidents per year.
In case of Oil, the major contributor results to be PO for non-OECD, OECD and EU28. However, while in the case of Oil non-OECD the contribution to the average is given by the entire set of models considered in this study except for GEOM, the contribution to the average for Oil OECD and EU28 is given, among PO, by NBI only. This suggest that the PO model can be considered an adequate representation of the "true" model for both Oil OECD and Oil EU28, since the contribution of NBI in both cases (13% and 17%, respectively) is minimal. It should be noted that for the Oil chain, similar to the Coal chain except for Coal EU28, in all cases the mean value of each model in each country group is similar, resulting in a similar average for the BMA result of the country group. On the other hand, the credibility intervals of each contributor to the average are different, which means that the individual model weights have a strong influence on the credibility interval of the BMA average. Therefore, this is a clear indication of the usefulness of the proposed approach for the modelling of accident frequencies. Furthermore, the proposed approach clearly show the differences of dominant model among different country groups, which justify the need of separation of the different sets due to their different statistical behaviors. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the Natural Gas energy chain, where the major contributors to the BMA average are the ZAP model for non-OECD (79%), OECD (54%) and EU28 (97%). For Natural Gas non-OECD and OECD, almost all models contribute to the BMA result. In case of EU28 the contributions of PO (2%) to the BMA average are minimal compared to ZAP, suggesting that the ZAP model can be considered an adequate representation of the "true" model. Furthermore, as for the previous cases, also for Natural Gas the contributions of different models differs among different country groups justifying the separation used in this study.
When focusing on the average BMA values shown in Figure 1 , it is clear that the Chinese Coal chain has the highest normalized frequency. However, between the different time periods, i.e., 1994-1999, 2000-2008 and 2009-2016 , the normalized frequency is decresing, approaching the other non-OECD countries. This result is explained by the last decade policy of the Chinese government on closing small private mines in order to move the entire Coal production to more safe and regulated large mines [62, 63] . For this reason, Coal China should be treated separately to gain information on the advancement of the safety and regulatory approach adopted by the Chinese government. Furthermore, Coal accident frequencies are lowest in OECD, closely followed by EU28, and highest for non-OECD without China, but still almost one order of magnitude lower than for Coal China. For both Oil and Natural Gas, EU28 performs worse than non-OECD and OECD, while for the latter two no significant difference is found. This could be explained by the significant lower production of both Oil and Natural Gas in EU28 with respect to OECD and non-OECD countries ( Table 2) , which is not compensating the number of accidents in the country group (Table 1 ).
Figure 1.
For each energy chain and country group combination, normalized accident frequencies are reported for the selected set of distributions as well as the Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) (Average), including mean, 5% and 95% quantiles, and percent contributions (weights).
Fatality Distributions
As shown in Figures S4-S6 , the fatality distributions for each energy chain and country group of interest are right skewed. Therefore, in the context of BMA a set of possible right skewed models with maximum three parameters to avoid overfittig have been considered [42, 43] . Based on this premise, a logit (LO), a reverse Gumbel (RG), a generalized Pareto (GP), a lognormal (LOGNO), a Weibull (WEI) and an inverse Gaussian (IG) model are considered (Table 4 ). Table 4 . Summary of goodness of fit (BIC score) and relative posterior model weight (Weight) for the fatality distributions collected for different fossil energy chains disaggregated by country groups. In bold: the weights of each model contributing equal or more than 0.01%, and thus, selected for further analysis. The green cells highlighted the different contribution of each model (the lighter the higher). LO = Logit; RG = Reverse Gumbel; GP = Generalized Pareto; LOGNO = Log-Normal; WEI = Weibull; IG = Inverse Gaussian. Table 4 shows two models, the Inverse Gaussian (IG) and the Lognormal (LOGNO), describing the data best for all considered datastes. This results from the general long tail of the fatality distributions for the different energy chains and country groups (Figures S4-S6 ). In fact, among the selected models, both IG and LOGNO distributions are able to model heavy tail datasets, meaning they are capable to assess the probability of the distribution for very extreme events [64] . In addition, in case of Coal China 1994-1999 and Coal China 2009-2016, the Weibull distribution needs to be considered as well in the assessment of the posterior distribution.
Energy Chain Country Group Results Distributions IG LO RG GP LOGNO WEI
As in Section 4.1, the MCMC algorithm is used to assess the parameters posterior distribution for each model once the weights are estimated (Table 4 ), In this study, two indicators have been considered: the expected fatalities per accident and the number of fatalities exceeded in 1% of all accidents ("extreme" fatalities per accident). Figure 2 depicts the contribution of each weighted model to the results of both indicators for the various fossil energy chain and country group combinations. For each case, the mean and the 5-95% credibility interval are shown for the final BMA result (Average) and the contributors of each posterior distribution to the final BMA. Overall, IG is the larger contributor to the average posterior distribution results, except for Coal China 1994 -1999 and Coal China 2009 -2016 where it contributes only for 3% and 12%, respectively. In fact, in both Coal China 1994-1999 and Coal China 2009-2016, LOGNO results to be the dominant model (97% and 68%, respectively) that is in contrast with Coal China 2000-2008 justifying the differentiation needed between these three time periods in the Coal China energy chain. For both expected and "extreme" fatalities per accident, LOGNO generally exhibits larger credibility intervals compared to IG and WEI for each energy chain and country group. However, since in most of the cases the IG model weight is significantly higher than LOGNO, the effect on the credibility intervals of the Average result is minimal. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the contribution of IG is generally higher in the case of non-OECD with respect to OECD and EU28, except for Natural Gas where the non-OECD distribution does not exhibit a clear extreme value, i.e., significantly larger than the second highest number of fatalities ( Figure S6 ). This could be explained by the larger extreme values in non-OECD with respect to OECD and EU28. In fact, IG is performing better in case of fat tails (i.e., presence of extreme values) with respect to LOGNO, since the failure rate of IG becomes constant for very low probabilities, while LOGNO tend to zero [65] . This means that in presence of extreme values, IG results more suitable than LOGNO. Figure 2a shows the expected fatalities per accident for the final BMA (Average) of the various energy chains and country groups. For Coal China, the expected fatalities per accident increase slightly from 1994-1999 to 2000-2008, and then drop about two times in the period 2009-2016. In contrast, accident frequencies were decreasing over all three periods (see Figure 1 ). These finding suggest that the Chinese government policy to move the production from small, private mines to more regulated large ones had a continuous, positive impact on accident frequuencies. However, the potential consequences became more severe due to the larger number of workers present in larger mines until improved safety measures were in place [62, 63] . Average severity of Coal OECD, EU28 and non-OECD w/o China is similar to the BMA (Average) for China 1994-1999 and 2000-2008, which is attributable to generally larger mine sizes in these regions. Within the Oil chain, expected fatalities are about seven times higher compared to Oil OECD and EU28. In the case of Natural Gas, EU28 performs best, OECD intermediate and non-OECD worst. When looking at extreme events (i.e., fatalities exceeded in 1% of all accidents, the same patterns were observed as for average expected fatalities (Figure 2b) . 
Risk Assessment for Expected and "Extreme" Scenarios
Finally, the results for accident frequencies (i.e., number of accidents per average annual production in GWeyr) and severity of the resulting consequences (i.e., expected fatalities per accident) were combined to compare overall risk between different energy chains and country groups. Two scenarios were considered, namely, the mean or expected scenario expressed as the expected number of fatalities per GWeyr, and the extreme scenario, defined by the threshold exceeded for a specific return frequency (i.e., exceeded at 1% of the accidents per GWeyr). In both cases, this is done by multiplying the results for frequency in Section 4.1 with the ones for severity in Section 4.2. Both indicators are based on accidents recorded in the period 1970-2016, except for Coal China, where three separate periods (1994-1999, 2000-2008 and 2009-2016) are considered due to different completeness of the datasets. In this context, comparative analysis among expected values could be made taking into account that for all energy chains, unless Coal China, effects such as technological improvements and change in safety regulamentations are not taken into account, while in the Coal China periods, they are potentially affecting the results [20] . Furthermore, to validate the BMA results, the expected fatalities and the fatalities exceeding 1% of the accidents are additionally estimated using an empirical approach. In particular, the validation consists in a check if the results from the empirical approach fall into the confidence levels modelled using the BMA approach. If this is the case, then the BMA result can be considered statistically correct. In terms of empirical analysis, the expected fatalities are estimated as an arithmetical mean, while the fatalities exceeding the 1% of the accidents are estimated as the number of fatalities at the 99% quantile of the historical distribution ( Figures S4-S6) .
In Figure 3 , the expected fatalities per GWeyr are shown. Overall, the results given by the proposed approach are in line with the empirical estimation, since the latter are all located within the credibility interval, proving the validity of the model. Furthermore, this proves the usefulness of the Bayesian analysis, since it can produce results for the entire quantile range, whereas this is not the case for the empirical result. It is interesting to see that in most of the cases the empirical results are very close to the modelled mean risk.
In general, the highest average risk is found for Coal China 1994-1999 followed by Coal China 2000-2008 and Coal China 2009-2016, which is similar to Coal non-OECD w/o China. This indicates that the policy of the Chinese government to close small private mines at the expense of large, stateowned mines leads to improves safety levels [62, 63] . For the other energy chains, Oil non-OECD has the highest risk, followed by Oil EU28, Coal China 2009-2016 and Coal non-OECD w/o China. Furthermore, Oil OECD is performing slightly worse than Coal EU28. Natural Gas OECD performs best, followed by Coal OECD, Natural Gas non-OECD and Natural Gas EU28, which perform similarly. These results clearly show that non-OECD countries perform worse than OECD and EU28 as expected. This is caused by a general lack in safety culture with respect to OECD and EU28 countries, which are quite similar. However, it is important to note that although for OECD and EU28 the results are based on sets of data that could be considered complete, non-OECD results are subjected to a potential underreporting. For example, this is expected in the case of Coal non-OECD w/o China, since large coal producers such as India [66] only in recent years initiated a comprehensive and complete recording of accidental events in coal mines [67] . In addition, OECD performs better than EU28 in all the considered energy chains. This is explained by the fact that EU28 is producing significantly less Coal, Oil and Natural Gas than OECD and non-OECD countries ( Table 2) . Therefore, the expected number of fatalities per production (GWeyr) for the considered energy chains in EU28 are higher than in OECD. Furthermore, among energy chains, Natural Gas is performing generally better compared to Oil and Coal.
Finally, by considering the modelled 5-95% credibility interval, the results show no significant difference in the risk of Coal China 2009-2016 and Coal non-OECD w/o China, Coal OECD and EU28 and Natural Gas for all country groups. This means that by considering either the upper (95%) or the lower (5%) bound, the ranks amongs the abovementioned energy chain and country group combinations do not change. However, significant differences are found between the considered periods for Coal China and the other energy chains and groups. However, when considering the upper In Figure 4 the fatalities exceeded at 1% of accidents per GWeyr are shown. Generally, the empirical results are within the credibility interval modelled using the BMA approach and, thus, validating it. However, in all cases, but for different extents, the empirical results differ from the modelled mean risk. In some cases the empirical results are slightly lower than the mean estimated with BMA (e.g., Coal China 2000 China -2008 . In this case, the difference is strongly related to the significant large number of historical observations with relatively small consequences in the severe context, see Figures S4-S6. In fact, the relatively small consequences of most accidents compensate the few large consequences events along the distribution tail, resulting in a shift of all the quantiles towards a smaller number of fatalities for the 1% quantile. In other words, the value for fatalities exceeding 1% of accidents is moving toward the mean of the distribution, resulting in a lower value for the BMA. This shows the usefulness of the BMA, which accounts for both uncertainty and outliers that strongly affect the empirical approach [68] . In cases where the empirical approach shows slightly higher averages compared to BMA (e.g., Oil non-OECD), its results are strongly affected by few extreme values, which cause a shift of the distributions towards higher quantiles. In fact, the presence of outliers has a significant effect on the empirical mean value, resulting in a large difference to the BMA expected value, where posterior distributions are more resistant to outliers [31] .
Overall, the highest average risk occurs with Coal China 1994-1999, followed by Coal China 2000-2008 and by Oil non-OECD. For the other energy chains and country groups, Oil EU28 performs as worst, closely followed by Coal non-OECD w/o China and then by Coal China 2009-2016 and Oil OECD. Furthermore, Natural Gas EU28 performs best, followed by Natural Gas OECD, Natural Gas non-OECD and Coal OECD. Similar to the expected scenario, for each energy chain, non-OECD is performing as worse with respect to OECD and EU28. However, although for OECD and EU28 the results are based on sets of data that could be considered complete, non-OECD results are subjected to a potential underreporting. Furthermore, Natural Gas is generally performing better than Oil and Coal.
Finally, by considering the 5-95% credibility interval, results show no significant difference among OECD and EU28 results for all considered energy chains. Furthermore, no significant difference is also found between the 
Conclusions
In this study, the Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) method was implemented for the comparative risk assessment of accidents in fossil energy chains. For this purpose, the BMA framework is applied to comprehensive, global data available from PSI's ENSAD database. The BMA approach can be used to identify trends and patterns more robustly than classical statistical approaches; nevertheless, interpretation of the results continues to require delving into the underlying data. Furthermore, BMA has the advantage that it allows estimating accident frequencies and severities including uncertainty, expressed in terms of credibility intervals, and dealing with lack of data and lack of knowledge by averaging the posterior distribution over a pre-defined model space. This is of great importance when dealing with complex systems where a "true" model could not be indentified. In fact, BMA allowing the use of multiple models at once implies the possibility to assess the data closer to the "true" model avoiding potential biases of subjective nature intrinsically included in the common method of using a single model defined by experts [23] . Therefore, BMA allows, on the one hand, a general reduction of the uncertainty in the results, which would be beneficial for informed decision-making strategies, and, on the other hand, the consideration of extreme events. In fact, by using a single model to assess the distribution of historical observations might result in a poor fit in the tails due to the presence of few data [24] . In this context, the method proposed in here allows the use of a set of models, which might increase (depending on the complexity of the dataset) the robustness of the risk indicator also for extreme events.
The "top down" approach presented here can also be useful to complement conventional, detailed "bottom-up" models of risk quantification that are commonly used for individual facilities with specific operational processes and site-specific conditions. Ultimately, the developed approach provides a integrated framework that comprehensively covers accident risks in energy chains, and allows estimating specific risk indicators for every quantile of a distribution, including the most extreme (e.g., 95%) where the rare events are expected, and not just for the average as in the case of the empirical approach. Such information are of great interest for different stakeholders and can play an essential role in different decision-making processes. Among others, risk indicators, including their uncertainties, could be used in a holistic sustainability assessment for energy systems, where they are commonly considered in the social pillar of sustainability [1, 69] ; as indicators for resilience assessment [70] ; to assess different types of potential scenarios, i.e., expected and extreme, as input for National Risk Assessment studies [71, 72] ; for insurance and reinsurance industry purposes such as, for example, to better diversify the reinsurance classifications for different refineries [73] ; in other industries purposes such as, for example to regionalize the accident risk for safety assessment purposes [74] .
In the second step of the analysis, the frequency and severity distributions were used to compute two distinct risk indicators for the various energy chains (coal, oil, natural gas) and country groups combinations (OECD, non-OECD, EU28). The indicator "expected fatalities per GWeyr" provides an estimate of the average, whereas the indicator "fatalities exceeded in 1% of accidents per GWeyr" represents an extreme risk scenario. Overall, the highest risk was found for both indicators of Coal China in two of the considered periods and Oil non-OECD. However, the decrease in indicators values between Coal China 1994 China -1999 China , 2000 China -2008 China and 2009 China -2016 indicates an improvement in the Chinese coal mines. The closure of small, private mines and strengthening of safety regulations in the past decade are frequently identified as contributors to these safety improvements [62, 63] . For the remaining chain and country group combinations, non-OECD generally performed worse than OECD and EU28, except for natural gas where the differences in indicator values were not significant due to generally large uncertainties. In summary, the natural gas chain performs better than the coal and oil chains.
In future work, the scope of the proposed modelling framework will be expanded to cover the following aspects: (1) incorporate other energy chains (e.g., hydropower), for a more comprehensive comparison among energy chains; (2) evaluate additional types of consequences (e.g., injuries), which could also be used for the assessment of, for example, external costs of accidents [20] in a total cost assessment of energy chains or to identify higher external costs of accidents that need to be internalized, for example through insurance, by industries; (3) increase the resolution of risk, i.e., by differentiating it for the different activities within the energy chain, and within each activity, for example, by considering the differentiation in risk among open pit and underground coal mines [75] ; (4) extend the BMA framework to spatial problems. i.e., by introducing spatial effects in the model, to be used by industries to identify locations with higher accident risks to mitigate it. 
